Other Key PPF Partners

Sapphire Vital, Sustainable Energy Junior Engineer, CCREEE
Private Finance Advisory Network
GET.Invest Finance Catalyst

- Partnered with the CCREEE in the design and establishment of the PPF
- Partners on service delivery with the CCREEE PPF
- Supports developers and companies in the development of investment-ready renewable energy projects
- Mobilizes investment in renewable energy in developing countries
Caribbean Development Fund: Credit Risk Abatement Fund

• Launched jointly with the PPF in 2020
• Incentivizes additional lending for renewable energy and energy efficiency projects for MSMEs
• Facilitates guarantees to renewable energy and energy efficiency projects in the private sector.
• Works closely with financial institutions around the region.
Caribbean Export Development Agency

- Regional trade and investment promotion agency focused on private sector support
- Works with sustainable energy businesses to attract investment
- Works with non-energy businesses to build their capacity to develop sustainable energy projects
Caribbean Climate-Smart Accelerator

- Partnered with the PPF in 2021 to accelerate regional and national mandates for the adoption of sustainable energy
- CCSA supports financial matchmaking of renewable energy projects
Private Investors

• CCREEE PPF engages with private investors interested in the Caribbean region
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For Additional Information
Visit: www.ccreee.org/ppf
Email: ppf@ccreeee.org